FOUR SOLID REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD SPECIFY
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT.

1. LOWERS
CONSTRUCTION TIME
Prestressed concrete planks, tees and girders can be quickly and easily put in place, significantly reducing over-all construction time.

2. LOWERS
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Prestressed concrete members are cost-competitive and, with fast, easy installation, construction costs are significantly reduced . . . lowers interim financing costs.

3. QUALITY
CONTROLLED
Plant fabrication of prestressed members insures exceptional quality control over strengths and uniformity.

4. BEST LONG RANGE
PROPERTIES
Prestressed materials provide excellent fire-resistant ratings and sound-insulating properties. And prestressed concrete is durable and maintenance free.

From office buildings to apartments . . . highway interchanges to parking garages, specify prestressed concrete. For technical information about prestressed or any concrete product, call CCPI at 833-1882. Make the most of your ideas . . . with concrete. It's made right here in Hawaii.

CEMENT AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
OF HAWAII
Suite 1110, Control Data Building
2929 Paa Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Member Firms: Amelco Corporation; Concrete Industries Maui;
Hale Kauai, Ltd.; Cyprus Hawaiian Cement Corporation;
HC&D, Ltd.; Hawaiian Dredging & Construction Company;
Precast Division: James W. Glover, Ltd., Hilo Operations;
Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corporation; Laie Concrete & Aggregate, Inc.; Lone Star Industries, Inc., Hawaii Division;
Maui Concrete & Aggregates; Monier Roof Tiles; Pacific Concrete & Rock Company, Ltd.; Shield Pacific, Ltd.; Tileco, Inc.; United States Pipe & Foundry Company, Concrete Pipe Division;
Valdastrì Schokbeton.
On rare occasions, the combination of architectural space and the events of the moment blend to produce an effect far greater than the sum of the individual parts. The solemnity of Gov. John A. Burns lying in state, the Kawaihao Choir filling the night with sound of mourning, and tribute and the splendid setting of the capital courtyard combined with the hustle and bustle of the closing nights at the legislative session to produce a singularly memorable occasion.
Planning Approach:

The ploy of overall development planning is theoretically valuable, but is cumbersome and unrealistic for an urban district which has grown like an unattended weed patch, in need of early clearing and replanting. At this stage, existing conditions, good or bad, and the "sacred rights" of ownership must be contented.

In this context the R/UDAT Plan is too idealistic, even though its value as a statement of principals and desirable goals must not be underrated.

Realistically the immediate actions must be:

1—To hold the line on further negative development in Kakaako.

2—Recognize existing improvements which are valuable and desirable to retain. This would include: business, commercial, residential, utilities, public works, transportation, etc.

Also physical conditions, values, occupational trends, desirable growth patterns, wishful thinking, and so on.

It must be realized that growth patterns will not wait for broad regional development plans which are often out of date before agreement and adoption can be realized, if ever.

With these prosaic criteria in mind, we should proceed to consider particular areas for immediate growth patterns, even though they may be unrelated to other areas.

A city is made up of many individual districts, each with its own "thing" — often only related to other districts by physical and political context (or bus routes and freeways).

Each district contributes certain services and facilities which add up to a metropolitan complex. The charm and interest of a city is enhanced by a variety of individual communities.

Conversely, these communities may detract from the cityscape through retarded or low quality growth, or poorly related activities. Kakaako is such a district. With a natural setting and location of great potential, it has been by-passed by the expanding city for various reasons, resulting in conflicting uses and deterioration.

This does not mean we can wipe it out and start over. We must recognize existing valuable and desirable facilities, and plan around them, or incorporate them in our growth pattern.

Many features (both public & private) have unique and exciting qualities: Kewalo Basin, HIC, Ala Moana Park, Gold Bond and IBM buildings, The Foundry, 1350 Ala Moana apartments, and some of
Kakaako is a key district in Honolulu because of its central location, diversified interests, and potential major improvement possibilities.

2—Develop a design pattern incorporating existing desirable elements with proposed new amenities such as:

- Housing. Considered a very important addition to this area. The concept of a complete community comprised of dwelling, employment, and social amenities is becoming recognized as a valuable life pattern, and Kakaako can be an excellent example.

It must be carefully related to commercial uses, access, amenities, physical features and density.

- Traffic. Including proposed rapid transit station, public bus service, private auto traffic, and trucking services.

- Kewalo Basin. A semi industrial and public facility which has great potential for the local fishing industry, and as a unique civic feature.

- University of Hawaii Oceanographic Station. A well located valuable institution which should be expanded to its fullest potential, and retain a park-like image. (As suggested in R/UDAT for this area.)

- Honolulu Harbor. Retain all existing deep water facilities. (They are too valuable to abandon for recreation.) Develop for shipping to best advantage.

If the container facility is moved elsewhere as suggested, then the existing docks could be converted into public water transportation terminals. This would include harbor tours and local

Continued on page 6
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commuting service, inter-Island ferry system, helicopter, and so on. The location is central and space is adequate.

- Fort Armstrong Peninsula: A public park on the outer shore line should be developed. (It is not good for much else.) The inland areas, however, should be retained for public facilities and buildings appropriate to this location.

Existing modern buildings and the historic immigration station must be preserved.

The ultimate complex of fishing harbor, oceanographic facilities, shoreline park, charter fleet terminal, and active public departments would have great potential and present a challenge to the most dreamy-eyed designers.

- Ala Moana Park. Retained and possibly expanded, with a real "Magic Island" as proposed in the original Kaiser Plan (but the natural reef must not be destroyed).

District Mauka of Kapiolani:

This area is more developed and set in its pattern of public facilities, commercial, and residential. The important objective here is to control inappropriate uses and structures as well as bad street and highway additions.

Urban housing is particularly compatible in this central area, and should be developed to a maximum desirable density under strict planning control.

Control and limitation of auto traffic is one of the major problems in development of this desirable cityscape.

Summary:

Public Relations:

A planning approach as outlined should be developed sufficiently in cooperation with landowners and citizen groups. It should be qualified, desirable, appropriate, and practical to command the support and backing of all interested parties, with the ultimate goal being major outstanding civic improvement.
Book Review:

Preliminary Cost Guide

David K. Hyun AIA, Editor

Using detailed case studies of 44 building types plus comprehensive budgetary forms and checklists developed by a team of seasoned architects, planners, real estate developers, landscape architects, and cost estimators, the Preliminary Cost Guide is a unique, highly utilitarian tool for professionals in virtually every area of the design, construction, and real estate industry.

The 700-page, illustrated, indexed Cost Guide provides a single source for determining total development feasibility of contemplated projects at the conceptual stage. It also permits the design development team to review areas of cost savings and select alternatives. After budgets are established and work commences, the book provides a cost control system for reference-checking projects through planning, design, and construction stages to profitable fruition.

One of this manual's most outstanding merits is that it enables those with little or no financial planning experience in such phases of project development as off-site development, landscaping, financing, legal fees, taxes, and marketing to relate to these factors and plan accordingly. By permitting rapid estimation of overall project costs, the book helps eliminate wasting time on plans doomed by economic reality.

Self-teaching in design and concept, well-organized and clearly and concisely written, the 12 chapters of this definitive book provide step-by-step procedures for estimating total project costs.

Chapter 2, for example, contains 15 cost and data forms which provide a checklist for the user. Succeeding chapters explain first how to determine costs for the building itself and then how to estimate costs for all other phases of total project development.

Estimating procedure in the Guide is based on 100 case studies classified by building type combined with a benchmark formula for determining cost parameters, quality, and class.

All studies include interior and exterior photographs as well as site plans and correspond to Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) divisions of materials, processes and costs. Cost escalation and location indices are used for updating costs.

For developers and investors, the Preliminary Cost Guide offers a quick means of verifying building valuation amounts submitted by architects and contractors in applying for building permits and funding. It is a safety device to ensure a profitable end product.

As a textbook, the Guide teaches students the importance of project economics and how to relate to a project's overall scope. For architects and engineers, it is an invaluable resource that makes cost management an intrinsic part of the entire design process.

Copies of the Guide are available from Architectural Data Corp., 1041 East Green St., Pasadena, Calif. 91106 for $49.95 plus $3.50 for shipping.
Notes on the Need for Urban & Regional Design

by JAMES T. Yamamoto, AIP

The issue of physical design has surfaced and is visibly on the public agenda. Political jurisdictions aside, the issue of physical design as a public policy matter is almost casually treated in terms of its role, scope, coverage, or other dimensions of policy. This short note attempts to polarize, in a conceptual sense, some of the more relevant parameters of physical design to open up a public forum in our community of design professions.

The problematic perspective of physical design as a public policy issue is, first and foremost, related to its dimensional character. That is, what are the relevant dimensions of physical design within the arena of public policies? We acknowledge, for example, as Kevin Lynch has written, that design deals with people and how people use their environment — “Environment is both social and physical . . . The man and his habitat must be known together.” Further, we acknowledge that decisions relating to design and uses of the environment are both individual and collective kinds of acts.

Conceptually, we need to isolate some operational tools to describe (in order to understand) these kinds of relationships and interdependencies among individual and community uses of the physical environment.

What are possible design concepts which would provide practical frameworks for analysis and for prescription?

We now know that physical dimensions alone are wanting; and obviously, we find that social and economic dimensions, by them-
selves, are unworkable. Just to label a concept urban or regional
design is insufficient.

Two key design concepts come to mind when discussing design
from a public policy standpoint — scale and time. The designation of
urban or regional design is suggestive of some scalar differences.
Conceptually, it is generally recognized that urban differs from
regional design.

But what are these “scalar” differences? Moreover, how do these scalar differences relate to
the other dimensional characters of design? Quoting ex cathedra:

Site planning is... a design problem that lies on the boundaries
between architecture, engineering, city planning, and landscape
architecture, and is practiced by professionals of all these groups.
At the upper end of the scale, it is distinguished from city planning
or urban design, where control is incomplete and development is
never terminated. At the lower end site planning may be separated
from the design of objects such as buildings or bridges, from
interior design, and from the layout of small and isolated exterior
settings such as gardens.

Kevin Lynch

At the macro or regional scale, the fundamental issues are the problems of metropolitan and regional
concentration of activities and people and their pollution as well
as concomitant rural and regional stagnation and decline. At the
local level, some major issues are the frequent ugliness of the micro-
human landscape, in turn a function of poverty, freedom of prop-
erty, and poor taste; the relative location of jobs, residences, busi-
esses, and social and economic groups; and the kind of trans-
portation to serve them.

Richard L. Morrill

This implied inter-professional and multidisciplinary character of
physical design is, more than ever, recognized as an environmental
design imperative. What is less recognized is the need for some
common tools for describing and prescribing design for public
policy purposes.

Bulk, height, mass, density, intensity, setback, floor area ratios,
view planes and the like, all essentially describe static physical
dimensions and are generally associated with micro scale design.
Concepts for larger scale design are less precise and more dynamic
in character — regional hierarchy, settlement patterns, regional spe-
cialization, growth centers, garden cities, green belts, linear cities,
satellite cities, et cetera.

The common theme linking these various concepts is spatial
organization. Spatial organization occurs at both levels or scales of
design.

The separation of terminology is readily apparent, reflecting the
differing professional and disciplinary backgrounds of those in-
volved in the design process.

“Spatial organization” appears as the key concept, a concept which
binds these two acknowledged scales of physical design. Space is
organized under differing institutional and environmental circum-
stances, reflecting the differing rules by which design is “prac-
ticed” and the differing substantive dimensions of design.

Time as the second key design concept is more abstract, hence
more difficult to discuss though essential in understanding design.
WHAT WAS HOPPY'S HORSE'S NAME?

SKYLIGHTS, AND...
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If, for the moment, design as a process is not divorced from design as a product, time is the link pin tying process with product – design has no beginning and it has no ending and yet it is fixed in space.

There are products associated with time dimensions, accommodating social and economic change. Time as a dimension in design is unseemingly fixed in this sense. The static nature of design as a product is fixed though shaped by the clientele.

Concepts of scale and time as related to spatial organization are as abstruse as one can get. And yet, these are necessary concepts in the process and the product called physical design. Our language, which is necessarily culturally bound, is presently ill-equipped to handle the public demands of design.

Concepts handled by narrative devices are proving to be grossly inadequate in the art of communicating design policies or ideas. The more traditional graphic or model modes of communication are, at once, more revealing though imprecise and subject to the hazards of multiple interpretation. The application of visual modes of communication accompanied by the catch words of design may excite and even manipulate the selective perceptions of the publics.

They are, at end, one of many modes of communication if we accept the notion that urban and regional design is an inter-professional and multidisciplinary prac-
The conceptual weakness of the practice should not deter us from the demanding task of formulating a comprehensible language of design — the conceptual tools to foster improvement of environmental quality. As a start, design is an element of public planning as it relates to the physical environment.

Design expresses itself differently contingent upon the level and nature of planning. The concepts of scale and time are key dimensions and determinants defining each level of design. At the smaller scales of design, it is more static and short term. At larger scales of design, it is more dynamic and longer term.

The static and dynamic character of the differing scales of design are functions of how decisions are made in organizing and utilizing space — the greater the number of decisions required over time, the more dynamic it is. The spatial organization of a region, accordingly, is more dynamic than the spatial organization of a neighborhood in terms of physical design.

Elements of physical design are found at various levels of planning. There is a design element within a regional plan; and, there is a design element within a neighborhood plan. Different rules govern the design element of these two differing scales of plan. Each, however, concerns itself with spatial organization over time. Each, given today's state of the arts, is constrained by the limitations of the design professions which dominate each level of design.

At the regional scale, geographers and economists dominate the mode of analysis and prescription; while at the neighborhood level, the architect and the engineer rule the arena. The crux of the problem is to place each within the context of the other — a common language of design is a necessary antecedent to bringing the professions and the disciplines together.

Are you in hot water?
...a central gas water heating system is the builder's best buy.

It's efficient. It's economical. And it delivers all the hot water you and your tenants need in your apartment or condominium. Consider the advantages of the Central Gas System over the Individual Unit Electric System.

- cheaper to install
- assures ample hot water supply
- provides more usable apartment space
- has free adjustment and diagnostic service
- allows for easy centralized maintenance

Caring for the future begins today.
For jobs like cooking, heating water, and drying clothes, gas is more efficient than electricity in the use of Hawaii's primary energy source, oil. Oil is too precious to waste.
Liens: What When How

by JIM REINHARDT

The lien — What is it? A lien is a legal tool to tie up assets (either real property in fee, the security interest of a leasehold, or the improvements) pending settlement of a contract dispute. The lien most commonly encountered is the mechanic’s lien of Hawaii Revised Statutes, Part 2, Chapter 507 § 41-47, 1967, 1968, as amended.

What does a lien do? A lien is basically a security for an alleged debt. It is a claim against the property or improvement which, if foreclosed, requires the owner to pay the debt or face forced sale of the property or improvement.

The lien effectively prevents the sale or transfer of the asset, since it constitutes a debt tied to it. In the case of the sale of an asset with a lien attached, it is possible for the seller to provide a bond (which by Hawaii law must be two times the amount of the lien in value) which then becomes the security for the debt.

Why would a lien be used? The lien is a remedy. The underlying issue in a lien situation is a contract dispute. “A” will provide either product or services to “B” for “X” amount of money. If A provides his product or services and B doesn’t pay, A must resort to legal means to force B to meet his obligation.

But the possibility is always there that B will sell his property or the improvements and walk away, leaving A with no recourse. The lien prevents that. It says, “STOP — hold everything just as is until you two get your dispute settled.”

Settlement of the dispute is actually a separate issue, but practically speaking the two are intertwined. After a court decides on the contract dispute, the lien guarantees that there will be assets still there to pay the bill, i.e. the judgment.

What if more than one lien is involved? This is really a complex area. The conditions vary widely from situation to situation but to simplify, if the lien is against the fee interest in the land, a mortgage (assuming it was executed prior to the date of the lien, which is usually the case) has first priority.

If a forced sale is made, the mortgage gets paid in full; anything left is for other claims. Among mechanic’s liens, all are equal in standing. Date has no importance.

What about leasehold land? There are 3 options for leasehold land with improvements. First is to attach the lien to the fee title, if the improvements are required by the lease. Second is to attach the lien to the security interest, i.e. the lease right. Third is to attach the lien to the improvements.

Who can file a lien? Anyone who has provided labor or materials for the improvement of real property. Note that this has been held to include architects.

How do you get a lien? First — YOU don’t. Your attorney does. First step is to send a demand letter, by registered mail, demanding payment within 10 days (or whatever time you specify). If payment is not made, then an Application for and Notice of Lien is filed with the clerk of the Circuit Court.

A hearing date will be set (they’re quite prompt about getting the hearing). The Notice of Hearing must be served on the defendant by the sheriff. A hearing is held to determine if cause exists to justify attaching the lien. The Architect/Owner Contract, the construction documents, and bills are usually adequate for this. The judge grants the lien. From this point on, the matter is really a routine suit.

What happens then? A complaint to foreclose against the lien is then filed. This must be done within 90 days of the granting of the lien. The defendant has 20 days to file a response — to answer the charges in the complaint. If he does not, a default can be claimed, and the suit is over — you have won.

If he does answer, then he will most likely dispute many of your claims, or make counterclaims. If the issues of dispute are strictly matters of law, a summary judgment can be requested and the judge will rule on them. However, if issues of fact are involved, and they usually are, a trial must follow.

The trial can be either by judge or by jury, according to the wishes of the two parties. If one wants a jury, then a jury trial must be held. At the end of the trial, the issues of fact and of law are settled. Next comes the determination by the judge, of how much

Continued on page 22
Liens: A Case of Interest to Architects

by JIM REINHARDT

A recent ruling in a very minor hearing in Honolulu Circuit Court carries with it major significance for Hawaii architects.

Judge Arthur Fong consolidated two cases in order to address the issue of whether or not an architect can, under the mechanic's lien laws of the State of Hawaii, file a lien against a property when no construction has been done.

The common understanding among architects has been that a lien could not be filed until substantial construction had been done on the site. This was somehow tied to the concept that the lien related to actual work done on the product, that once the drawings were used and the architect had performed some degree of project supervision, no matter how small, that this validated his position to file a lien.

The ruling by Judge Fong was that it was quite clearly the intent of the lien law that architects and design professionals should be able to utilize this remedy, and that it was in no way related to a requirement for actual construction. In other words, architects can file a lien even if no construction work has been done.

While this is certainly a welcome decision, it is far from being an easy or certain way for the architect to collect his fees from the client who has decided to drop his project. The tool is there, but it requires proper use to do the job. Documentation of the case is a must.

Contracts, properly executed, records of progress payments, cor-

Continued on page 22
RAMSAY BERMAN STRIKES AGAIN!

The talented Ms. Berman has been busy with pen and ink capturing more of Honolulu's outstanding buildings...
I wish to bring to your attention a matter which concerns the Department of Public Works.

I designed my residence in compliance with the ordinances and codes furnished me by the County Building Department. It was not until 10 months later, and only after repeated requests for it, that I was furnished with a more restrictive memorandum which is not a part of the ordinance.

This memorandum does not allow me to use my garage, the walls and floor of which are already constructed, and I shall have to go to great additional time and expense to construct a separate garage.

I shall also have to raise the grade in front of my garage an average of four feet (see the enclosed drawing).

This places me in a very bad position, for according to the time clause of my purchase of the lot I must move out of my present residence and into my new residence in July 1975. I feel this involves great practical difficulty and unnecessary hardship and that granting my request is not in any way detrimental to the public interest.

It should be noted that there were no letters or public testimony against my proposal, and all of my neighbors are in favor of my residence being built as designed.

Following are particulars to clarify why it has become necessary to bring this situation to your attention.

January 1974: I went to the Building Department to obtain all of the County ordinances concerning buildings, and especially residences. They informed me the 1970 Uniform Building Code was used and they gave me Chapters 7 and 8 of the County Ordinances.


On preliminary examination of my plan by the Building Department, I was informed I would need a variance for the building height of a tower 38 feet high. I made application for the variance on May 29, 1974.

June 22: I applied for a grading permit which I received.

June 30: I again asked to go ahead with the variance in response to a June 27 letter from the Planning Department.

July 1: Dole Company was to do the work and it had to be done before their summer work began. I received the permit too late.

July 30: I applied for my building permit.

August 6: The Land Use and Codes Division sent me a form stating "... we will process this permit upon receipt of the following: driveway permit application and layout."

August 12: The application layout and fee were sent.

August 29: I notified the County I would excavate the lot on September 2.

September 3: Excavation work...
Between the writing of this letter and the time of our publication, the building permit for Gardner’s residence was issued, but the procedural questions are still unanswered. ED.

on the garage began. I phoned Mr. Mizomi at the Building Department to find out where my building permit was. He said I needed a variance. I decided to redesign the residence so as to not require a variance and so notified him.

September 16: I submitted my new design (conforming to all applicable codes) to the Lanai Company Design Review Committee and received their approval October 2, 1974.

October 16: I submitted the final working drawings to the Building Department for a building permit with a request to be notified immediately by a collect telephone call to my office in Honolulu if there were any problems.

October 30: I called Mr. Mizomi to find out about my building permit application. He said I needed a variance and quoted a memorandum of February 19, 1969, pertaining to height and number of stories. I asked him to send me a copy of this memo. I question its validity because of references within the ordinance to July 1970 which supersede this memo.

November 4: I received a letter from Mr. Mizomi which stated the dwelling, as interpreted by this memo, to be three stories, and he included a copy of the memorandum.

November 18: I submitted more variance information required by the County.

November 26: I filed the final requirement for a variance to the County.

December 11: I went to the

Continued on page 18
ANOTHER FINE HAWAII RESIDENCE
WHERE ARCHITECT AND OWNER-ENGINEER CHOSE trus joist®

WAIALAE-IKI RESIDENCE
OF CARL E. REINHARDT

ARCHITECT:
ROBERT G. HELG, AIA
HONOLULU

ENGINEER:
CARL E. REINHARDT & ASSOCIATES
HONOLULU

BUILDER:
A-FRAME INDUSTRIES
HONOLULU

Troubles
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Building Department to secure the building permit for the foundation retaining wall. I was told a permit was not required.

I was told no action would be taken on my variance until a legal action contesting the variance procedure was settled within the next two weeks, but that they would notify me as soon as the hearing was scheduled.

January 13, 1975: I wrote Maui County quoting Section 8-1.24 of the zoning ordinance which states that if no action is taken by the Board within 60 days from the date of filing the request is automatically granted.

January 16: I received a reply stating that Lanai was under interim zoning, that Section 8-1.24 does not apply, and that they would notify me of the date for the public hearing.

February 12: I called Goro Hokama, County Councilman from Lanai, to try and get something moving on my hearing. He said my hearing was scheduled for February 19, 1975, and that he was going to contact me.

The hearing was held February 19 but instead of being before the Board of Adjustment and Appeals it was before the Lanai Advisory Board.

This hearing was conducted and the questions asked of me in such a manner as to require me to defend my living on Lanai in company-owned housing and to defend my right to purchase the lot I am building on. I feel these questions were totally out of order with the purpose of my hearing.

The Committee said it would make its recommendations to the Board soon but that it could not guarantee this would be on the next agenda. This would further delay the Board's action until the end of March.

I do not believe it to be fair for...
the Board to hear only the recommendations of this Committee and not my testimony as well.

The undue delays of action by the County on such a simple matter as this request are staggering. I have a time limit on getting this house built or I lose my land and have to move out of my present housing. If this becomes the case due to delays by the County, I feel I shall have no recourse but to seek monetary satisfaction in a court of law.

I am doing much of the work myself with help from very patient friends. I finally had to take the step of ordering my materials due to long time delays and so I feel it would be a great burden to redesign this residence now. I anticipate the arrival of my building materials in the immediate future and I desire to be able to put my crew to work. It is costing us all in time and money.

I do not ask you to advocate my stance in any way but I do ask the following:

1. Please determine why there have been such long delays on actions in this matter so as to preclude a future reoccurrence with another party.

2. Determine with the County Attorney if the Maui Planning Department memorandum dated February 19, 1969 is a legal part of the Maui County Zoning Ordinances.

3. If the above memorandum is a part of the ordinance, determine why it is not readily available to the public and disseminated with the ordinances.

4. Determine why it shall take so long for the Lanai Advisory Committee to notify the Board of Adjustment and Appeals of its recommendations.

5. Provide me with a reasonably prompt response to the above.
Letters to the Editors

I read with interest your opinion on the "Architect, Engineer Selection Bills in the March issue of Hawaii Architect. I appreciated your forthright comments and the clear and accurate picture you portrayed on the essential points of the legislative program. I hope all your readers will get the message that a very small minority in AIA is suppressing the wishes of the majority. As chairman of the 1975 ICED Legislative Task Force, I am aware of the frustration that Owen Chock and other AIA Hawaii Chapter progressive leaders experienced during the past few months.

The other members of ICED were shocked at the AIA Hawaii Board action but CECH decided to introduce the bill SB 1632 in the current legislature. The bill, of which I was the major author, is patterned after the California CEAC and CAIA Bill which became law in California last year, and the basic language is of the congressional "Brooks Bill." PL-92-582 passed by Congress in 1972.

ICED has been very active since I was the chairman in 1973 and it is an excellent means of communication between the elected leaders of the six major design professional groups and societies in Hawaii. The writing and support of this local bill, SB 1632 was an example of unity and togetherness of architects, engineers, landscape architects and planners, and the failure of AIA to support this bill did a great deal to weaken our efforts to convince the legislative committees to consider it. As you may know, SB 1632 never left the Senate Committee on Government Operations and Efficiency and a companion house bill HB 1824 was killed by the House Committee on Consumer Protection and Commerce.

I understand you personally testified in support of SB 1632 and we appreciated your help. As you may know, CILO testified supposedly in our favor, but actually presented very negative arguments and did our cause damage. Again, I commend you for your public stand and I hope that AIA Hawaii Chapter and CECH and all other ICED design professional groups will not let this setback stop our progress toward working together on common goals.

All bills presented in this legislature and not acted upon can be reviewed and considered again by the 1976 legislature. Therefore, it is important for all ICED members to continue discussion of this legislative issue and present a unanimous voice for the design professionals in 1976.

RICHARD R. HUGHES

I want to compliment you on the very fine job you have done on your 11/74 edition of Hawaii Architect. The drawings by Ramsay Berman were OUTSTANDING.

I am enclosing a brochure that tells of the change taking place here in New England. I just hope that we can do as good a job with our new publication as you do.

I hope that you and your staff will have a successful 1975.

DAVID E. DENNIS
General Manager
New England Architect

Your March 1975 issue arrived today and as usual provided interesting reading.

Linda Yanagisawa's story on "Honolulu Stadium" is a gem, and should be treasured by all of us who have enjoyed activities over the years at the old termite palace.

The Reinhardt/Engstrom photo story of "Signs of Progress/Oahu" offers vigorous contrast to the nostalgia of the stadium story.

The current events items - Reinhardt's opinion of A/E selection bills, and Jim Pearson's two contributions on energy are well presented.

Altogether a credit to the AIA Chapter! I'd just like to express my appreciation for being on your mailing list.

FREDERICK H. KOLOSS
New Members


WERD Group to Publish Findings

A survey is being conducted to compile information on all aspects of wind engineering research, an area of research activity that has increased rapidly in recent years and is expected to expand at a faster pace. The need exists for a wind engineering research digest (WERD) for disseminating sufficient information on current projects quickly, thus enabling researchers to contact one another if working on the same subject, rather than waiting for the information to be published in technical journals at a much later date.

The second edition of WERD is planned for issuance in August 1975. Researchers in wind engineering are urged to request questionnaires for submitting information from Arthur N. L. Chiu, Wind Engineering Research Digest, Spalding Hall 357, 2540 Maile Way, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Deadline for receipt of information is July 1, 1975.

architectural photography by
gary t. oda
735 kapiolani blvd.
honolulu 96813
531-1535 / 595-3600

FULLER PAINTS.
FOR THE MOST COLORFUL JOB ON THE BLOCK.

FULLER O'BRIEN CORP.
770 Ala Moana Blvd. / Phone 537-6902

Copies of Color Art

We specialize in making crisp, clear and evenly illuminated copies from flat color art work. They are obtainable as negatives, prints, projection slides and reproduction quality transparencies.

CIBA Transparencies and Prints

This new transparency material is something long awaited in the color business. In addition to being very sharp, having excellent contrast and fine color rendition, it has superb non-fade characteristics.

Service

Service can be a matter of hours or days — it all depends upon the extent of your requirements.

For All Your Color Needs Call On:

colorprints, inc.
324 Kamani Street / Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 / Phone 533-2836
Liens from 12
money, including legal fees, expenses, and interest will be awarded. By state law, the amount of the lien plus legal fees of up to one-third of the lien may be granted.

The judge then would appoint a commissioner to preside over the sale of the asset in the lien. If payment is not made, a public auction is held, the asset sold, and payment made from the proceeds.

Any time limits on the lien? The Application and Notice of Lien must be filed within 45 days of the date of publication of notice of completion.

Sounds simple doesn't it? In addition to the rigors of the process described here, there lurks at each step of the way a whole host of legal maneuvers to delay, force immediate decision, include or reject forever all related issues, or several other actions.

As mentioned above, this is strictly an overview of the lien and foreclosure procedure. It is intended to give architects a general understanding of what is involved, what the application is, and of the complexity of the procedure. In times like these, you may need to know.

Lien Case from 13
respondence accepting progress stages of work, billings, letters attempting to get payment, demand letters, and anything else to indicate that the client has seen the work you were doing, understood that you were working on it, and authorized you to proceed—all these are important to establish your right to lien.

While the degree of completion of the drawings was not an issue in this hearing, it is clear that the more complete the drawings and specifications, the easier it would be to justify the lien.

The lien can be a very powerful tool in pursuing proper payment for services performed. The tool is there,
Businessmen, doctors, lawyers, chiefs! Get in Newtown Square's "Action Center" where the shopping and professional needs of thousands of families in the area are now! Newtown Square's location is most convenient to communities in Oahu's fastest growing area... and Newtown Square's superbly designed 3-story office building has the space, the parking and the amenities to fit your needs to perfection.

For information call... Island Management and Leasing Department
H. K. Horita Realty, Inc.
Phone 847-2324 or 847-3321

---

YOU CAN WRITE! For Hawaii Architect
EARN BIG! Ego Satisfaction
Impress Your Friends! and Relatives
BE POPULAR! with the Editors
No Experience Needed! Just Clean Typed Copy
ANYONE CAN DO IT! Even Planners and Graphic Designers
It's Valuable! To List on Your Resume as 'Published Work'
CALL OR WRITE TODAY! OR NEXT WEEK.......
AIA Office 538-7276, The Editors c/o The AIA or Crossroads Press
Happiness in a condominium is good elevator service.

Any mechanical equipment, activated by hundreds of different hands every day, perhaps every hour, can spell problems. It's just as important to have expert professional preventive maintenance service as to be assured of fast emergency service when you need it.

The low cost of Amelco Elevator service can also help balance your condominium's budget.

Ready for that happy number?
It's 521-6557